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Abstract. Both normal aging and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) are associated with changes in cognition, grey and white matter
volume, white matter integrity, neural activation, functional connectivity, and neurotransmission. Obviously, all of these
changes are more pronounced in AD and proceed faster providing the basis for an AD diagnosis. Since these differences are
quantitative, however, it was hypothesized that AD might simply reflect an accelerated aging process. The present article
highlights the different neurocognitive changes associated with normal aging and AD and shows that, next to quantitative differences, there are multiple qualitative differences as well. These differences comprise different neurocognitive dissociations
as different cognitive deficit profiles, different weights of grey and white matter atrophy, and different gradients of structural
decline. These qualitative differences clearly indicate that AD cannot be simply described as accelerated aging process but
on the contrary represents a solid entity.
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NEUROCOGNITIVE CHANGES
ASSOCIATED WITH NORMAL AGING
Age-related changes in cognition
Both normal aging and Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
are associated with changes in cognition. Obviously,
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ceed faster providing the basis for an AD diagnosis.
Nevertheless, age-related cognitive changes can also
be observed in healthy individuals [1, 2]. These
changes do not involve all cognitive domains but
particularly relate to executive and attentional functions. Semantic and verbal knowledge, by contrast,
appear to be relatively preserved from age-related
change [1, 3]. Executive and attentional dysfunctions
may affect various subdomains such as cognitive
flexibility, reasoning, focused and divided attention,
and processing speed [1, 3–13]. Noteworthy, agerelated memory dysfunctions are reported as well,
including impaired short-term memory, episodic
long-term memory, and working memory [1], the
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latter of which is associated with numerous of the
mentioned subfunctions per definition. The working
memory model of Baddeley [14–17], for example,
assumes a central executive component controlling
and coordinating certain subsystems by the allocation of available attentional resources. The working
memory model of Cowan [18] considers working
memory as a temporally activated part of long-term
memory. Cowan’s model also postulates a central
executive component directing the focus of attention
by the allocation of resources. Information that gets
into this focus is activated, remains accessible over
a certain period of time, and can be easily retrieved
if re-entered into the focus of attention. Both of
these working memory models include memory and
executive and attentional processes. Consequently,
working memory can be understood as the interface
between these cognitive domains. It possesses high
practical relevance by providing the basis for numerous higher-level cognitive operations in everyday-life
such as orientation and navigation. For efficient
orientation and navigation, spatial information has
to be encoded, maintained, updated, and retrieved.
All of these processes are spatial working memory
operations per definition. Consequently, an agerelated dysfunction of one these sub-processes may
explain the difficulties of older adults in orienting
and navigating in unfamiliar environments [19, 20].
Taken together, healthy seniors (approximately
over the age of around 60) show cognitive alterations
in various neuropsychological domains with the most
robust changes being reported for working memory,
executive functioning, and processing speed.
Most of the cross-sectional results on age-related
cognitive alterations suggest a relatively linear
decline of these domains across the lifespan starting
at an age of 20, which is at least partly confirmed
by longitudinal data [1, 7, 13, 21]. Noteworthy,
other longitudinal studies suggest a curvilinear course
with a sharper decline at older ages [3, 7]. All in
all, there seem to be marked differences regarding the onset and progress of age-related cognitive
changes [13], which again is associated with the efficiency of compensational mechanisms [5]. Despite
compensation, though, every aging process goes
along with reduced cognitive performance sooner
or later. Reasons for these changes are structural
and functional cerebral alterations. While functional
changes particularly comprise changes in neural
activation, functional connectivity, and neurotransmission, structural changes include grey and white
matter deterioration.

Age-related changes in grey matter
Age-related grey matter changes can be reflected
by cortical thinning, a decreased brain tissue surface, or a progressive reduction of brain volume after
the second decade of life [22–24]. Reasons for this
decline are a shrinkage of neurons, a reduction of
synaptic spines, and a reduced number of synapses
rather than neuronal loss [6]. Global grey matter
volume loss seems to show a relatively constant progression until the age of 70 [23] with an annual
atrophy rate of approximately 0.2% [25]. Afterwards,
however, longitudinal data suggest an accelerated
degeneration (0.3–0.5%) [25], particularly of the
hippocampus [26, 27]. Noteworthy, more recent longitudinal studies reported decelerated changes in the
prefrontal cortex and other brain regions as well, indicating that the pattern and rates of grey matter atrophy
in older adults are highly region-dependent [24].
Moreover, grey matter volume reductions do not
equally involve all brain regions. Whereas reductions are consistently reported for superior parietal
and inferior temporal brain regions as well as for hippocampus, insula, caudate, putamen, and particularly
prefrontal cortex [6, 26, 28–32], other brain regions
as parahippocampal gyrus, cingulate cortex, or occipital brain regions appear to be relatively spared from
age-related change [30]. In fact, there is evidence
for a specific vulnerability of frontostriatal brain
regions: Bauer and colleagues, for example, used
voxel-based morphometry to identify pronounced
age-related grey matter volume reductions in the
insula, the nucleus caudatus, and the prefrontal cortex, whereas grey matter atrophy was not evident in
other brain regions [4].
To be able to draw conclusions on the meaning
of these grey matter changes for cognition, most
brain imaging studies related regional brain volume to cognitive performance in specific cognitive
subdomains. Longitudinal data revealed an association between frontal brain volume in seniors and
decreased executive task performance 12 months
later [33]. Other studies also consistently reported
correlations between frontal brain volume and memory, attention, and executive task performance [4,
11, 34, 35]. These results highlight the relevance of
prefrontal brain structures for different cognitive processes, which is confirmed by functional imaging
data [36]. Since working memory can be comprehended as an interface between memory, attention,
and executive processes, it is not surprising that
numerous studies found relations between frontal
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brain volume and working memory performance as
well (e.g., [34, 37]). Finally, striatal and hippocampal
grey matter volume appear to be important predictors
for memory performance in older adults, although
an association between hippocampal volume and
memory was not observed in all studies [4, 34]. Moreover, many of the findings do not necessarily imply
that hippocampal grey matter volume reduces with
age, because the same relationship may be found in
younger individuals. In fact, findings on age-related
hippocampal shrinkage are partly heterogeneous as
well: Although many studies revealed a negative relationship between hippocampal grey matter volume
and age (e.g., [26, 27, 30, 38]), others did not [28].
Taken together, decreased cognitive performances
in (working) memory, attention, and executive functions can at least partly be attributed to age-related
grey matter atrophy of prefrontal brain regions.
Age-related changes in white matter
Age-related white matter changes are particularly
characterized by the deterioration of fiber connections caused by the loss of myelin. As a consequence,
the length of myelinated axons and white matter volume are reduced in older adults [6]. Contrary to grey
matter volume loss, however, white matter volume
reduction shows a different pattern. The results of
Good and colleagues, for example, did not reveal a
reduction of global white matter volume across the
lifespan at all [23]. However, results suggested an
inverted U-shaped pattern in female subjects which
was confirmed by more recent research. Westlye and
colleagues examined 430 individuals between 8 and
85 years of age and showed that global white matter
volume increased until an age 50 years to decrease
afterwards [39–41]. This inverted U-shaped pattern of
white matter volume loss was observed for multiple
brain regions.
Noteworthy, the development of neuroimaging
techniques in the last decade has yielded advanced
methods to examine white matter changes in
older individuals. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI),
for example, provides the opportunity to examine
microstructural white matter alterations with advancing age. DTI provides different measures for the
structural integrity of fiber systems, the most prominent of which are fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean
diffusivity (MD). FA and MD indicate the integrity
of axons and cellular membranes. Thereby, higher FA
values and lower MD values reflect a higher degree
of structural integrity. Similar to age-related white
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volume loss, changes in FA seem to follow an inverted
U-shaped pattern with a maximum at an age of thirty
years followed by a continuous but slight decrease
until an age of 65 years and an accelerating decrease
afterwards [41, 42]. Changes in MD show an analog
pattern (U-shaped) providing further evidence for a
three-stage model of white matter alterations across
the lifespan with accelerated changes in early and late
life decades. Similar to some results on white matter volume, regional differences seem to be rather
discreet. In fact, changes of white matter integrity
were not only observed in frontal white matter but
also in other brain regions [41], indicating that agerelated alterations in FA and MD follow a similar
course in all brain regions. Thereby, most findings
revealed stronger associations between FA and cognitive performance than between MD and cognitive
performance, indicating that age-related FA reductions seem to be more relevant for cognitive changes
than increases in MD [43].
However, similar to the accentuated frontal grey
matter atrophy across the lifespan, other studies point
toward a specific vulnerability of frontal fiber connections [5, 23, 44, 45]. In fact, many studies reported an
anterior-posterior gradient of FA reductions in older
individuals indicating a specific vulnerability of prefrontal connections with advancing age [9, 46–50].
O’Sullivan and colleagues, for example, reported that
frontal FA in older individuals was reduced by 10%,
whereas FA in middle and posterior brain regions
was reduced by 6% or unchanged, respectively. A
similar anterior-posterior gradient was reported for
the increase in MD [9, 46]. However, the anteriorposterior gradient of white matter degeneration does
not seem to be universally valid [51] but may particularly apply to specific fiber systems such as afferent
and efferent prefrontal connections [52]. Salat concluded that small and less myelinated fibers are
particularly vulnerable to age-related decline, such
as fiber tracts whose myelinization is completed in
later life. Results like these support the validity of
the “last in, first out” hypothesis suggesting an earlier degeneration of later developed brain regions
[49, 52].
To examine the impact of these age-related white
matter changes on cognitive performance, regional
white matter volume and integrity were correlated
with performance in different cognitive domains.
Most studies reported positive relations of frontal
white matter volume and integrity with processing
speed, executive functioning, and working memory [8–10, 44]. Noteworthy, most of these cognitive
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Fig. 1. Hypothetical model of global structural cerebral changes across the lifespan (particularly based upon the results of Good et al. [23]
and Westlye et al. [41]). The diagram illustrates the different patterns of changes in grey matter volume, white matter volume, and white
matter integrity (FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity). Relations between the different measures are not considered. Whereas
global grey matter volume alterations describe a relatively linear decline until an age of 70 (analog courses for cortical thinning and brain
tissue surface), white matter volume and integrity show inverted U-shaped patterns with peaks in different decades of life. The blue dashed
line indicates that there may be accelerated grey matter atrophy at older ages (with region-specific differences) [24, 25].

processes do not only rely on the integrity of frontal
white matter but also on connections between frontal
and other task-related brain regions. Sasson and
colleagues, for example, reported an association
between the integrity of anterior-posterior connections and executive functioning [53]. Taken together,
there is much empirical evidence for increasingly
defective anterior and posterior fiber tracks with
advancing age. These deficiencies lead to a cortical
disconnection impeding the communication between
the prefrontal cortex and other brain regions and leading to decreased cognitive performance particularly
in executive tasks [54, 55].
Conclusions on age-related changes in brain
structure
In conclusion, results point toward different structural cerebral changes with advancing age. These
changes affect different brain regions and their
fiber connections and may explain 25–100% of performance differences between older and younger
individuals in specific cognitive domains [6]. Grey
matter volume reaches its maximum in early adulthood and then shows a relatively linear decline until

region-specific accelerations or decelerations of cortical atrophy can be observed at older ages (Fig. 1).
By contrast white matter volume and integrity
show inverted U-shaped patterns with peaks after
the third and the fifth decade of life and accelerated changes in early and late life decades. The ratio
between grey and white matter atrophy appears to be
relatively balanced. In fact, there are studies reporting more pronounced white matter than grey matter
changes in older individuals while other findings
suggest the opposite pattern [44]. Interestingly, the
different peaks in the course of white matter changes
indicate that white matter volume and white matter
integrity may be complementary measures for the
status of white matter [41, 56], since white matter
integrity already declines when white matter volume
reaches its maximum.
The described patterns of structural decline can
manifest in various brain regions, although prefrontal
structures show a specific vulnerability to age-related
degeneration. This frontal vulnerability applies to
both grey and white matter degeneration and leads
to cognitive decline in different cognitive domains
such as executive functioning, attention, memory, and
working memory.
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Age-related changes in cerebral activation
Other important reasons for age-related changes
in cognition are functional cerebral changes with
advancing age. Contrary to structural imaging
approaches, neurophysiological methods as electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencephalography (MEG) as well as functional imaging techniques
as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
provide the opportunity to examine neural activation during the performance of a specific cognitive
task. Thereby, EEG and MEG (for reviews, see
[57, 58]) provide a high temporal resolution that
enables direct recording of neural activity, whereas
fMRI has a high spatial resolution allowing a quite
accurate localization of activation (albeit slightly
delayed). Hence, specific cognitive sub-processes can
directly be attributed to the activation of specific
brain regions. Noteworthy, there is a great overlap between the neural networks associated with
cognitive domains as memory, attention, or executive functioning. Episodic and semantic memory
processes (e.g., encoding, consolidation, retrieval)
were particularly attributed to activation in left prefrontal cortex and mediotemporal brain regions (i.e.,
hippocampus, entorhinal cortex), while attentional
processes (e.g., focused attention, processing speed)
and executive functions (e.g., cognitive control) were
linked to prefrontal, parietal, and striatal regions
[59–61]. All of these cognitive domains are associated with prefrontal cortex activation and the same
applies to working memory operations. Working
memory probably is one of the best explored functions in healthy aging and many of the findings on
its mechanisms seem to be applicable to other cognitive domains as well. Working memory is associated
with neural activation of an anterior-posterior network particularly including prefrontal and posterior
parietal cortices [36, 62]. Advancing age is associated with activation changes within this network,
whereby prefrontal brain regions, equivalent to agerelated changes in brain structure, seem to show
a specific functional vulnerability. In fact, numerous studies reported prefrontal activation differences
between younger and older individuals [63, 64]. The
kind of these differences, however, varies across
studies and can manifest in quantitative or qualitative differences. Quantitative differences include
either increased (‘hyperactivation’) or decreased
(‘hypoactivation’) frontal brain activation in older
compared to younger individuals, whereas qualitative activation differences imply the recruitment
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of additional brain structures or increased bilaterality in older adults. In addition to the heterogeneity
of these differences, their interpretation is subject
to a high degree of variability. Frontal hypoactivation, for example, was interpreted as high neural
efficiency or a reduction of neural resources (neural dysfunction), whereas frontal hyperactivation or
increased bilaterality were attributed to neural inefficiency, neural compensation or reduced regional
specificity [63, 65–79]. Reasons for these apparently inconsistent interpretations may be found in
differing study designs (different paradigms, methods, etc.). Moreover, the kind of activation differences
between older and younger individuals is not only
dependent from age but also from numerous other
factors.
Performance accuracy and task load. Obviously,
age-related activation differences cannot be interpreted without considering the impact of performance
accuracy which is why brain data results were controlled for accuracy effects in some studies (e.g.,
by excluding incorrect trials). In fact, prefrontal
hyperactivation or increased bilaterality associated
with increased or equivalent performance accuracy
clearly point toward a compensatory recruitment of
neural resources. In this case, an older individual
enables more neural resources to achieve the same
performance as a younger individual. By contrast,
prefrontal hyperactivation or increased bilaterality
associated with lower performance accuracy are
rather signs of neural inefficiency or reduced regional
specificity. Moreover, hypoactivation together with
low performance accuracy points toward limited neural resources, whereas hypoactivation in the presence
of high performance accuracy suggests a high degree
of neural efficiency.
Another factor modulating age-related activation
differences is the load level of the applied task. In
fact, pronounced age effects can be identified by
paradigms in which task demands are experimentally
manipulated. On the behavioral level, an increase of
task demands requires the recruitment of additional
resources which are often limited in older individuals. On the neural level, these restraints are reflected
by activation differences between older and younger
individuals particularly within prefrontal cortex, as
revealed by both imaging and neurophysiological
data [79–84].
CRUNCH. The most popular aging model considering both performance accuracy and task load is the
Compensation-Related Utilization of Neural Circuits
Hypothesis (CRUNCH) invented by Reuter-Lorenz
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Fig. 2. The CRUNCH effect. Whole-brain cluster-level analysis with a threshold of Z > 3.1 and a cluster significance threshold of pFWE < 0.05
revealed a negative load × age interaction within a large cluster located in anterior dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (unpublished material from
Toepper et al. [85]). The diagrams illustrate activation intensity at low, medium, and high task load dependent from age within the peak
of this cluster and two study-independent peaks identified by conjunction analyses across different age groups and load levels [69] and
across 124 verbal and nonverbal working memory tasks [62]. Results showed analogue activation patterns for all three peaks indicating
increasing activation intensity with advancing age at low load and decreasing activation intensity with advancing age at high load as well as
higher activation intensity in older compared to younger individuals at low load and lower activation intensity in older compared to younger
individuals at high load (double dissociation).

and Cappel [79]. The CRUNCH model postulates that
older individuals show unimpaired working memory performances at low task demands but frontal
hyperactivation or increased bilaterality reflecting a
recruitment of additional neural resources to compensate for an age-related reduction of working
memory capacity. At high task demands, by contrast, older individuals show poorer performances
than younger individuals as well as frontal hypoactivation indicating a limitation of neural resources.
The CRUNCH assumptions could be replicated in
numerous studies [69, 80–83], so that there is growing evidence for a double dissociation of load-related
activation between older and younger adults. Toepper
and colleagues, for example, used fMRI to examine
spatial working memory related brain activation in
45 healthy volunteers between 20 and 68 years of

age [85]. Working memory load was manipulated by
the number of displayed target stimuli. Older subjects showed higher prefrontal activation at low task
load than at high task load, whereas younger participants showed the opposite pattern. Moreover, older
participants showed more activation than younger
participants at low task load and less activation than
younger participants at high task load (Fig. 2).
The results confirm the CRUNCH assumptions
indicating that the recruitment of neural resources is
impaired with advancing age. Moreover, the results
argue for a linearly increasing neural dysfunction
with an onset in early adulthood. Contrary to the
CRUNCH assumptions, however, the findings indicate that prefrontal hyperactivation at low task load
may also reflect neural inefficiency rather than compensation.
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High- versus low-performers. Another option to
examine the impact of behavioral performance on
brain activation is the comparison between high- and
low-performing individuals in different age cohorts.
An fMRI study of Bauer and colleagues, for example, revealed that older high-performers similar as
younger high-performers showed increasing prefrontal activation with increasing working memory
load [86]. This ‘youth-like’ pattern was less differentiated in older individuals but pointed toward an
efficient recruitment of neural resources at increasing
task demands. Younger low-performers also showed
increased activation at medium task load, but no further increase at high task load. Consequently, neural
resources of younger low-performers appeared to be
exhausted earlier compared to younger and older
high-performing subjects. The poorest performances
were shown by older low-performers. In addition,
older low-performers did not show an increased neural response to increasing task load suggesting that
older low-performing subjects already reached their
resource ceiling at low task demands (Fig. 3).
Very similar effects of performance level on the
recruitment of neural resources were previously
reported by Nagel and colleagues [69], although a
different paradigm, different methods, and different
load levels were utilized (e.g., parallel versus serial
target presentation, load levels 1-3-7 versus 4-5-6).
Contrary to the results of Bauer and colleagues, however, Nagel and colleagues reported a quadratic trend
in older low-performers within right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex suggesting that older low-performers
show increased activation at low load levels before
activation intensity reaches a plateau and decreases at
high task load. Despite this difference, the two studies
provide a good example for the validity and replicability of complex aging effects [87], particularly in the
context of the ongoing discussion about the limited
reproducibility of psychological studies [88].
Age-related changes in functional connectivity
Besides age-related changes in neural activation,
functional cerebral changes are characterized by
changes in functional connectivity. Functional connectivity describes the degree of how much activation
in one brain region is correlated with activation in
another brain region and therefore provides a measure
of intracerebral communication. Particularly, frontal
functional connections are associated with performance accuracy [70, 89] and appear to be defective
in older adults. This frontal connectivity dysfunc-
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Fig. 3. Hypothetical model of left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC) activation modulated by age and performance level (particularly based upon the results of Nagel et al. [69] and Bauer et al.
[86]). The bar chart indicates a flexible upregulation of DLPFC
activation in YHP as neural response to increasing load. OHP show
a similar though less differentiated pattern indicating a flexible
recruitment of neural resources similar to that of YHP. By contrast, neural resources appear to be exhausted at medium or low
load in YLP, and OLP respectively. Please notice that qualitative
group differences are shown; exact quantitative relations were not
considered.

tion implies impaired bifrontal, frontoparietal, and
frontostriatal connections [90–92]. Toepper and colleagues, for example, used fMRI during a spatial
working memory task and found a more diffuse connectivity pattern in older compared to younger adults
[93] indicating less specific representations and neural circuits [94, 95]. Moreover, older adults showed
reduced functional connectivity between dorsolateral prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortices associated
with a disproportional accuracy decline on the behavioral level. These findings suggest that the functional
integrity of frontal neural circuits is reduced in
older adults leading to less flexible and efficient
working memory control processes [95–97]. These
assumptions are in line with other studies attributing
decreased functional connectivity to the degeneration
of so-called ‘hubs’ [98]. Hubs facilitate the communication within and between different network modules
and enable a flexible and efficient intracerebral communication. In healthy seniors, one of these hubs
is located in orbitofrontal cortex [98]. Age-related
orbitofrontal atrophy [4, 30] may damage those hubs
and, as a consequence, lead to frontal connectivity
dysfunctions and impaired cognitive performance.
Noteworthy, frontal connectivity changes may not
only manifest in decreased but also in increased functional connectivity. For example, some studies point
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toward increased frontal connectivity as sign of neural compensation [99] or dedifferentiation [57]. Such
results suggest that factors as performance accuracy
or task load do not only modulate age-related changes
in neural activation but also in functional connectivity. In fact, higher functional connectivity between
different prefrontal brain regions and between prefrontal and parietal brain regions does not only
seem to be associated with higher performance accuracy but also with increasing task demands [70, 89,
100, 101]. Younger individuals and high-performing
seniors, for example, showed increased functional
connectivity as neural response to increased task
load, whereas low-performing seniors did not [70].
Consequently, age-related changes in functional connectivity seem to follow a similar pattern as changes
in activation [70, 102]. Moreover, the functional connectivity results argue for a specific vulnerability of
the prefrontal cortex and particularly highlight the relevance of rostral and dorsolateral prefrontal regions
for age-related cognitive decline.
Age-related changes in neurotransmission
Noteworthy, age-related functional cerebral
changes also include changes in neurotransmission.
Among these changes, the reduction of dopamine
seems to be the most relevant factor for reduced
cognitive performance [103–105]. In particular, there
is strong evidence for an age-related dysfunction of
the nigrostriatal dopamine system as reflected by the
reduction of pre- and postsynaptic receptor densities
(i.e., D1 and D2 receptors), for example [103]. With
advancing age, impaired dopaminergic modulation
leads to impaired cognitive performance in multiple
domains, particularly including processing speed,
episodic memory, cognitive control, and working
memory [104]. Thereby, most studies reported a
linear decrease of dopamine with advancing age,
although there is also evidence for an accelerated
decline in later decades of life [103]. In general, the
relation between dopamine and cognition describes
an inverted U-shaped pattern with low and high levels
of dopamine being associated with poor cognitive
performance [104]. In fact, the best dopamine level
seems to be reached in early adulthood, whereas too
low levels in old age or too high levels in adolescence
may result in cognitive dysfunctions. One possible
reason for reduced dopamine in older adults certainly
is the loss of dopamine cell bodies in the substantia
nigra across the lifespan [103]. Future research must
show how the correlative triad between dopamine,

cognition, and age is related to other factors such
as structural integrity or functional connectivity, for
example.
Conclusions on age-related changes in brain
function
Age-related changes in brain function include activation changes in rostral parts of the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, reduced functional connections
to other frontal, parietal, and striatal brain regions
as well as impaired dopaminergic transmission.
Importantly, changes in activation and functional
connectivity are modulated by different factors such
as performance accuracy or task load. However,
future research studies should consider the impact of
other factors as well. One of these factors is the specific localization of age-related activation changes.
In fact, the prefrontal cortex can be divided into different hierarchically organized functional modules
that may be differentially affected by advancing age.
The most prominent theories on this topic either
propose a dorsolateral-ventrolateral [106–111] or
a rostral-caudal [112, 113] prefrontal cortex organization with dorsolateral or rostral parts being
associated with higher-level executive processes,
whereas ventrolateral or caudal parts are rather
related to the relatively passive maintenance of information [114, 115]. Thereby, increasing age seems to
affect activation particularly within dorsolateral prefrontal cortex or rostral prefrontal cortex, respectively
[85, 86, 116, 117].
General conclusions on age-related changes in
brain structure and brain function
In conclusion, healthy aging goes along with
structural and functional cerebral changes. Structural
changes comprise both grey and white matter atrophy,
while functional changes include changes in activation, functional connectivity, and neurotransmission.
All of these changes are associated with decreased
cognitive performance in older adults. Moreover,
numerous studies point toward a specific vulnerability of the prefrontal cortex with advancing age.
Future research should focus on the specific relations between structural and functional alterations.
Reuter-Lorenz and Cappell, for example, argued that
regional hyperactivation in older individuals may
only indicate compensatory processes, if this hyperactivation was associated with increased cognitive
performance and likewise with structural decline
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[79]. Otherwise, it would remain unclear what older
individuals must actually compensate for. In this context, some studies showed that the structural integrity
of frontal fiber connections was associated with activation intensity in prefrontal brain regions as well
as with cognitive performance accuracy [10, 118]. In
fact, only the methodical combination of MRI-, DTI-,
and behavioral measures may allow valid conclusions
on the specific mechanisms underlying age-related
cognitive deterioration [43, 78].

NEUROCOGNITIVE CHANGES
ASSOCIATED WITH ALZHEIMER’S
DISEASE
Age-related changes in brain structure and function go along with impaired cognitive performance.
Particularly, reduced processing speed may impede
certain activities in everyday life. However, these
cognitive changes do not severely affect basic
routines (e.g., body care). By contrast, neurodegenerative disorders are characterized by severe cognitive
deficits eventually leading to a complete loss of autonomy. The most common neurodegenerative disorder
is Alzheimer’s disease (AD). AD is characterized by
pathological cerebral changes that already manifest
in the fifth decade of life long before first cognitive
changes become apparent or structural atrophy can
be objectified by MRI techniques [119, 120]. Consequently, AD takes a long subclinical course and
may therefore not necessarily be regarded as a typical
geriatric disease. Nevertheless, age is the main risk
factor for AD which leads to exponentially increasing
incidence and prevalence rates across the lifespan.
The course of AD can be subdivided into different
stages with a total duration between five to eight years
[121, 122].
Main characteristics of AD are the formation of
extracellular plaques and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles, mainly consisting of amyloid-␤ peptides
and hyperphosphorylated tau protein, respectively.
Across the different disease stages, the formation
of plaques and tangles follow specific patterns [123,
124]: Plaques first manifest in the temporal lobe and
the orbitofrontal cortex to expand to different cortical association cortices as well as to hippocampus,
amygdala, diencephalon, and basal ganglia. In later
disease stages, mesencephalon, brain stem, and cerebellum are affected. Neurofibrillary tangles manifest
in the locus coeruleus as well as in entorhinal and
transentorhinal cortices. Afterwards, hippocampus
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and frontal brain regions are affected, before neurofibrillary changes involve all cortical areas in later
disease stages. The formation of plaques and tangles
is caused by different biochemical processes. Eventually, this cascade leads to cerebral tissue damage,
synaptic failure, and cell death [125–127]. Noteworthy, AD can be rather regarded as a synaptic
dysfunction than as a neural dysfunction since the
loss of synapses seems to exceed the loss of neurons
and represents the strongest correlate of dementia
[127, 128].
Noteworthy, the extent of the described pathologies (plaques and tangles) can be quantified by an
analysis of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Plaques consist of accumulated amyloid-␤ (A␤) peptides whose
main component is A␤ 1-42 (A␤42 ). As a result,
reduced A␤42 concentrations can be observed in
the CSF of AD patients [129–131]. Neurofibrillary
tangles, by contrast, mainly consist of hyperphosphorylated tau (p-tau) protein, additionally leading to
an increased p-tau concentration [132, 133]. Finally,
as a consequence of the neuronal injury caused by
these events, the total-tau (t-tau) protein concentration in the CSF of AD patients is increased as well
[119, 120, 132, 134]. Hence, AD patients consistently
show patterns of decreased A␤42 and increased ptau and t-tau concentrations [135–137]. All of these
markers provide high diagnostic accuracy rates with
sensitivity and specificity scores between 80% and
90% [135]. Different combinations of these markers as the ratios between A␤42 and t-tau or between
A␤42 and A␤40 peptides can even slightly increase
diagnostic accuracy. Particularly A␤42 and t-tau are
associated with the cognitive key symptoms of AD
[138] and can predict conversion to AD dementia
in patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
[139, 140].
AD-related changes in cognition
As mentioned above, the main consequence of
these AD-related pathological changes are cognitive deficits. During the progression of the disease,
these deficits lead to restricted daily routines [141].
Both cognitive deficits and restricted daily routines
belong to the main criteria of AD diagnosis. The
first AD-related cognitive symptoms are episodic
memory deficits [142, 143] particularly involving the
learning of new information. As a consequence, AD
patients typically show poor retrieval and recognition performances at learning tasks [5, 144–148].
The main reason for these deficits is an encoding
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dysfunction that impedes the consolidation of new
information into long-term memory and with that the
formation of cerebral representations. As a consequence, AD patients are not able to recall learning
content. Moreover, they do not profit from cues typically indicated by a high number of false-positive
responses during item recognition. Impaired retrieval
and recognition performances are the first signs of
an AD-related episodic memory dysfunction and can
therefore be regarded as the cardinal symptoms of
AD-related cognitive decline.
Besides episodic memory, semantic memory is
affected in early AD stages often being reflected
by word-finding difficulties [149, 150]. Due to the
degeneration of semantic networks, AD patients
have restricted access to semantic memory content [151–153]. As a consequence, they typically
show poor performances in naming tasks that require
the identification of objects. Toepper and colleagues [154], for example, qualitatively analyzed the
answers of 40 AD patients and 40 healthy controls in
the Boston Naming Test [155]. Besides pronounced
naming deficits in AD patients, results showed that
the semantic proximity of the answers to a displayed object was associated with semantic network
integrity and global cognitive functioning. Moreover,
there was evidence for a top-down deterioration of
semantic network integrity in AD, beginning with
higher-order categories.
Other cognitive domains being affected by AD
are orientation [19, 156] and executive functioning
[157–161], the latter of which may involve specific
sub-processes as abstract thinking, cognitive flexibility, and inhibition [162–165]. Regarding inhibitory
deficits, particularly the active or intentional inhibition of irrelevant information appears to be impaired
in AD [164, 165]. Further progression of the disease
then leads to impaired attention, albeit attentional
processes as processing speed appear to be longer preserved from AD-related change than other cognitive
domains [121, 166].
Importantly, all of the cognitive deficits described
above also affect higher-level operations. Common
examples are symbol comprehension [167] or driving
skills [168], both of which contribute to autonomy in
everyday life.
Late AD stages are then associated with aphasia,
apraxia, behavioral disorders, affective symptoms,
and motor dysfunctions. Due to immunodeficiency
and dysphagia, AD patients are at some point particularly vulnerable to respiratory infections representing
the most frequent cause of death.

The progression of AD-related cognitive deterioration appears to be slower in early and late disease
stages than in middle stages [169], although there
is also evidence for linear decline [170]. Disease
progression is characterized by high betweensubject variability. Moreover, so-called ‘plateaus’ are
reached during which cognitive performance remains
relatively stable [171]. Number and duration of those
plateaus are also subject to high variance. The typical deficit profile in AD, however, is characterized by
pronounced memory deficits (episodic and semantic) representing the cognitive key symptom of the
disease. In addition, early executive and orientation
deficits can be observed, whereas processing speed
is relatively preserved until further progression of the
disease. Reasons for these deficits are structural and
functional cerebral changes including grey and white
matter degeneration as well as changes in neural
activation, functional connectivity and neurotransmission.
AD-related changes in grey matter
The loss of synapses and neurons in AD results
in reduced global grey matter volume with annual
atrophy rates between 2-3% and an accelerated
decline with disease progression [25]. The volume loss follows a similar pattern as the expansion
of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles as
described above [172]. Volume loss initially affects
hippocampus and entorhinal cortex [43, 173]. In fact,
there is metaanalytical evidence that patients in the
prodromal stage of AD exclusively show grey matter volume reductions in these brain regions [172,
174]. Hippocampal volume loss is associated with
episodic memory deficits representing the cognitive cardinal symptom of AD [175]. In early AD
stages, it is reduced by 10% up to 30% in later
disease stages. The annual reduction rate is about
4–8% in AD patients compared to less than 2% in
healthy seniors [25, 43]. For AD-related entorhinal atrophy, even higher annual reduction rates are
reported.
Following these mediotemporal volume reductions, grey matter atrophy affects different association
cortices [43, 176, 177]. Thereby, structural volume
reductions spread from middle and inferior temporal
gyri, inferior parietal lobe, and posterior cingulate
cortex to other parts of the parietal lobe, frontal brain
regions, and finally to anterior parts of the cingulate
cortex [178]. Noteworthy, posterior parietal and posterior cingulate atrophy seem to be associated with
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an earlier onset and a faster progression of the disease [179]. By contrast, occipital brain regions as
well as primary sensory and motor regions seem to
be relatively preserved from AD-related grey matter
atrophy.
Contrary to healthy seniors who show a specific
vulnerability of the prefrontal cortex and a relatively
preserved integrity of the hippocampal formation,
AD patients show the opposite pattern [180, 181].
In fact, Head and colleagues suggested a frontohippocampal dissociation between healthy aging and
AD, which was supported by the results of Jack and
colleagues who also reported rather discrete frontal
atrophy in AD patients, whereas pronounced volume reductions were found in mediotemporal brain
regions and the parietotemporal junction.
AD-related changes in white matter
Although AD is mainly characterized by grey
matter atrophy, white matter is also affected. Similar to grey matter volume reductions, white matter
volume loss particularly involves mediotemporal
structures as hippocampus and entorhinal cortex
[182]. Moreover, white matter atrophy in inferior
parietal, temporal, and anterior frontal brain regions
as well as in posterior cingulate cortex, posterior corpus callosum, and cerebellum are reported [176, 183].
Some of these changes already manifest in prodromal
stages of the disease [177].
Moreover, AD-related white matter changes
are characterized by reduced structural integrity
(decreased FA and increased MD). These changes
particularly include intracortical projections in temporal, parietal and frontal brain regions, whereas
extracortical fiber systems as sensory or motor projections are relatively preserved [43, 184, 185].
Again, these changes particularly affect hippocampal, parahippocampal, and entorhinal connections
[186–188] but also posterior cingulate cortex, posterior corpus callosum [182, 189], anterior temporal
lobe [190], and fasciculus longitudinalis superior
[191]. Consistent with the results on AD-related grey
matter changes, DTI results do not suggest a specific
vulnerability of frontal brain regions. Instead, there
is evidence for a posterior-anterior gradient of structural degeneration with a specific vulnerability of
posterior structures and a relative preservation of the
frontal brain [188, 192]. This gradient was observed
for reduced FA as well as for increased MD.
Moreover, there is evidence for an association
between white matter integrity and cognition [193].
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In fact, global and frontal white matter integrity as
well as integrity of fornix, cingulum, cingulate cortex, and corpus callosum were shown to be correlated
with global cognitive performance. In addition, there
is evidence for a relationship between regional white
matter integrity and specific cognitive subfunctions.
Episodic memory deficits, for example, are particularly associated with structural integrity of cingulum,
fornix, and fasciculus uncinatus. Moreover, associations between memory retrieval deficits and reduced
structural integrity in temporal and posterior cingulate cortices, between executive dysfunctions and
reduced frontal integrity and between impaired nonverbal memory or verbal fluency and integrity of
the corpus callosum were reported [175, 193, 194].
Altogether, the degeneration of fiber connections
between mediotemporal structures and corpus callosum or frontal brain regions seem to be of particular
relevance for AD-related cognitive decline [194,
195]. Thereby, contrary to healthy seniors, more
robust correlations between MD and cognitive performance than between FA and cognitive performance
were observed in AD patients, indicating that the
increase of MD seems to be more important for ADrelated cognitive decline than the decrease in FA
[43, 175, 184].
Conclusions on AD-related changes in brain
structure
In conclusion, the results on AD-related changes in
brain structure point toward a posterior-anterior gradient of grey and white matter degeneration including
a specific vulnerability of the medial temporal lobe
and posterior parts of the corpus callosum. Fiber
tracts connecting mediotemporal brain structures
with the corpus callosum and the frontal lobe appear
to be particularly vulnerable and their degeneration leads to increasing cognitive deficits during the
progression of the disease. Future research should
specify the association between grey and white matter atrophy. Grey matter volume loss and reductions
of white matter integrity, for example, seem to show
similar patterns [175]. Moreover, Villain and colleagues [196] showed that hippocampal grey matter
volume loss was associated with reduced white matter
integrity of the cingulum which again was correlated
with hypometabolism in the right temporoparietal
association cortex and different structures of the
Papez circuit (posterior cingulate cortex, thalamus,
mamillary bodies, hippocampus, parahippocampal
gyrus). Moreover, there is evidence for an asso-
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ciation between hippocampal grey matter volume
and FA values of the fasciculus uncinatus which
again are associated with episodic memory deficits
[194]. These results suggest that an AD-related
hippocampal disconnection is linked to hippocampal atrophy and contributes to early episodic memory
deficits. In fact, only the methodological combination of different measures may allow more specific
conclusions on the mechanisms leading to cognitive
decline in AD.
AD-related changes in cerebral activation
Next to structural cerebral changes, AD is characterized by functional changes. Neurophysiological
studies consistently revealed altered neural activity
in patients with AD or MCI, being associated with
dysfunctions in various cognitive domains such as
memory, attention, working memory or spatial abilities [57, 197–200]. Since memory processes are
initially affected by AD, first activation changes
can be observed during memory tasks. Sperling, for
example, found reduced mediotemporal activation
(i.e., hippocampal formation) during the encoding
of new information [201]. By contrast, increased
mediotemporal activation was reported for memory
retrieval possibly reflecting successful compensation
[184], which is consistent with the assumption that
mediotemporal hyperactivation can particularly be
observed in early AD stages. Modulated by performance accuracy, however, this hyperactivation may
reflect both successful [202] or inefficient compensatory mechanisms [203]. The latter finding goes
better with studies reporting an association between
early mediotemporal hyperactivation and faster cognitive decline [202].
Further progression of the disease then results
in increasingly reduced mediotemporal activation
and aggravating memory deficits [204]. Noteworthy,
memory deficits seem to be associated with activation
changes in other cortical areas as well. In fact, there
is evidence for AD-related dysfunctional hypoactivation in prefrontal and parietal cortices as well as
for compensatory hyperactivation in prefrontal cortex
[43, 205, 206].
Besides memory deficits, there is evidence for
early working memory and executive dysfunctions
associated with activation changes particularly in
prefrontal brain regions. Similar to the results
on memory processes, compensatory prefrontal
hyperactivation [207–209] as well as dysfunctional
prefrontal hypoactivation [210, 211] were reported.

As mentioned earlier, the kind of activation
changes is modulated by performance accuracy and
task load. Rosano and colleagues, for example,
showed that prodromal AD patients showed an upregulation of parietal brain regions as neural response to
increasing task load, whereas healthy seniors showed
a frontal upregulation [208]. However, the specific
effects of performance accuracy and task load are
less explored in AD than in healthy aging, because
fMRI experiments often turn out to overextend AD
patients already in prodromal stages of the disease. Consequently, fMRI studies with AD patients
often utilize resting-state paradigms most of which
revealed AD-related activation changes particularly
in the hippocampus and the posterior cingulate cortex
[43, 212].
AD-related changes in functional connectivity
With the advancement of neuroimaging techniques, AD is more and more regarded as a
disconnection syndrome. In fact, there is growing evidence for impaired functional connectivity
of neural networks in AD patients [213–215]. As
in healthy seniors, a possible reason for this disconnection is the degeneration of hubs [216–218].
These hubs appear to be particularly vulnerable to AD pathology [216], which may lead to
reduced functional connectivity within task-specific
networks and to impaired cognitive performance
[98]. For example, AD-related parietal brain atrophy
(i.e., angular gyrus) impairs parietal hubs, eventually leading to a parietal disconnection [98, 217,
218]. However, frontal and hippocampal connections
are also affected. Agosta and colleagues reported
functional connectivity changes within frontal neural circuits associated with executive dysfunctions
[219]. Other findings revealed reduced hippocampal connectivity to posterior parietal cortex, posterior
cingulate cortex, and other brain regions being particularly associated with episodic memory deficits
[220, 221]. Finally, functional connectivity changes
can be observed in the default network as well
[220, 222, 223].
Altogether, the functional connectivity results
suggest a specific vulnerability of parietal and hippocampal brain regions, whereas frontal connections
appear to be less affected. Dependent on moderating
variables as performance accuracy or task-load, ADrelated connectivity changes may manifest in either
increased or decreased connectivity reflecting either
dysfunction or compensation [215, 218, 224].
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AD-related changes in neurotransmission
Importantly, AD-related functional cerebral
changes also include changes in neurotransmission.
Among these changes, a cholinergic dysfunction
represents the most relevant factor for AD-related
cognitive decline. It is assumed that the degeneration
of cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain impedes
synaptic processes in the hippocampus and other
cortical brain regions and thus leads to memory
loss including deficient encoding, consolidation,
and retrieval processes [128, 225–227]. Cholinergic
abnormalities can be manifold including impaired
acetylcholine transport or release, for example.
Within the basal forebrain, the degeneration of neurons in the Nucleus basalis Meynert [127, 128] is of
particular relevance, because this brain structure represents one of the most important nuclei in the central
nervous system for the production of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. To counteract this progressive
cholinergic deficit, cholinesterase inhibitors are utilized. They enhance cholinergic neurotransmission
by increasing the availability of acetylcholine in the
synaptic cleft, may decelerate or even stabilize cognitive decline for one or two years but do not ensure
a definite cure [228–230].
Conclusions on AD-related changes in brain
function
In conclusion, AD is characterized by changes in
neural activation, functional connectivity, and neurotransmission. Changes in activation and functional
connectivity particularly affect mediotemporal but
also parietal and frontal brain regions and may manifest in both increased and decreased activation and
connectivity. Future research should focus on specific
variables moderating the kind and direction of ADrelated changes, such as performance accuracy or task
load. Moreover, the methodological combination of
activation, functional connectivity, and neurotransmission measures should be of particular interest.
General conclusions on AD-related changes in
brain structure and brain function
Taken together, AD pathology leads to grey and
white matter degeneration as well as to changes
in neural activation, functional connectivity, and
neurotransmission. All of these changes appear
to interact leading to cognitive decline. Although
many of these changes also manifest in prefrontal
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brain regions, imaging results rather point toward a
posterior-anterior gradient of functional and structural deterioration with a specific vulnerability of the
medial temporal lobe.
Future research endeavors should focus on the
association between functional and structural measures. Zhou and colleagues, for example, showed
that reduced connectivity between hippocampus and
posterior cingulate cortex is reflected by both functional and structural imaging data [221]. Other
studies reported an association between hippocampal
grey matter volume loss and reduced hippocampal activation [231, 232] or connectivity [194] or
between specific CSF markers and white matter
integrity [233, 234]. Putcha and colleagues reported
a strong inverted relationship between hippocampal activation and volume in the prodromal stage
of the disease (MCI) [235], while Huijbers and
colleagues presented longitudinal results indicating
that hippocampal volume and activation independently predicted clinical progression in patients with
MCI [236]. The two latter studies suggest that activation changes are certainly associated with, but
not entirely determined by structural deterioration.
However, only the methodological combination of
all of the described pathological markers and their
relation to cognitive performance may allow more
specific conclusions on the neurocognitive mechanisms underlying AD pathology.

QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NORMAL
AGING AND ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
As described above, there are many similarities
between normal aging and AD. Both normal aging
and AD are associated with changes in cognition,
grey and white matter volume loss, and reduced white
matter integrity (changes in FA and MD) as well as
changes in neural activation, functional connectivity,
and neurotransmission. However, normal aging and
AD are also characterized by numerous quantitative
and qualitative differences. Quantitative differences
particularly relate to the extent and progression of
changes. In fact, most changes are more pronounced
in AD and progress more rapidly providing the basis
of an AD diagnosis. Noteworthy, an isolated analysis
of these quantitative changes could not exclude that
AD only reflects an accelerated aging process. However, the qualitative differences clearly argue against
this view (Table 1).
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Table 1
Qualitative differences between normal aging and Alzheimer’s disease

Cognition

Brain volume

Grey matter

Grey/white matter
White matter integrity

Cerebral activation
Functional Connectivity
Neurotransmission

Normal aging

Alzheimer’s disease

Progressive decline
Accentuated executive dysfunction and
reduction in processing speed
Semantics unimpaired
Verbal abilities unimpaired
Accentuated frontal atrophy
Anterior-posterior gradient
Atrophy SPL > IPL
Hardly atrophy of cingulate cortex
Atrophy of grey matter = white matter
Frontal vulnerability
Anterior-posterior gradient
Changes in FA > MD
Frontal changes > hippocampal changes
Frontal response to increasing load
Frontostriatal connections impaired
Accentuated dopaminergic dysfunction

Progressive decline, but plateaus
Accentuated memory dysfunction
Semantics impaired
Verbal abilities impaired
Accentuated hippocampal atrophy
Posterior-anterior gradient
Atrophy SPL < IPL
Atrophy of cingulate cortex
Atrophy of grey matter > white matter
Hippocampal vulnerability
Posterior-anterior gradient
Changes in MD > FA
Hippocampal changes > frontal changes
Parietal response to increasing load
Hippocampal connections impaired
Accentuated cholinergic dysfunction

FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity; SPL, superior parietal lobe; IPL, inferior parietal lobe.

Firstly, AD-related cognitive changes seem to
reach plateaus characterized by stable cognitive performance, whereas cognitive changes due to normal
aging appear to show a relatively constant progression. Moreover, both AD patients and healthy seniors
show memory dysfunctions, executive deficits, and
cognitive slowing. However, there is evidence for
an accentuated memory dysfunction in AD, whereas
normal aging is associated with accentuated executive dysfunctions and reduced processing speed.
Consequently, memory deficits exceed executive
deficits and cognitive slowing in AD, whereas
healthy seniors show the opposite pattern. Furthermore, semantic and verbal abilities are impaired in
AD, whereas these abilities are largely preserved in
healthy aging.
In the context of structural cerebral changes,
both AD and healthy aging are characterized by
grey and white matter volume reductions. In AD
patients, however, grey matter volume loss exceeds
white matter volume loss, whereas this ratio is much
more balanced in healthy seniors. Moreover, inferior parietal atrophy seems to exceed superior parietal
atrophy in AD, whereas the opposite pattern can be
observed in healthy seniors. AD is associated with
pronounced grey matter volume loss of the cingulate cortex, whereas cingulate cortex is relatively
preserved in normal aging. AD patients show grey
matter atrophy and reduced white matter integrity
(reduced FA and increased MD) rather in mediotemporal (i.e., hippocampus) and parietal brain regions

than in prefrontal cortex, whereas healthy seniors
show a specific vulnerability of the prefrontal cortex and a relative preservation of posterior regions.
Consequently, AD-related structural decline seems
to follow a posterior-anterior gradient, whereas agerelated structural deterioration rather follows an
anterior-posterior gradient. Moreover, increased MD
seems to be a more sensitive marker of cognitive decline in AD, whereas FA reductions seem to
be more relevant for cognitive changes in healthy
seniors. On a biological level, it may be assumed that
FA values indicate the integrity of axons, whereas
MD values rather reflect the integrity of cellular membranes. Consequently, although hypothetical to some
extent, cognitive decline in healthy individuals might
be driven by the degeneration of axons, whereas
AD-related cognitive deterioration may be rather be
associated with corrupted cellular membranes.
In the context of functional cerebral changes,
AD patients show activation changes particularly in
mediotemporal brain regions associated with memory deficits, whereas healthy seniors show activation
changes particularly in prefrontal cortex associated
with executive dysfunctions. As neural response to
increasing task load, AD patients seem to show
an upregulation of parietal brain regions, whereas
healthy seniors show a frontal upregulation.
Both AD and normal aging go along with impaired
bifrontal and frontoparietal functional connectivity.
However, there is evidence for an additional impairment of hippocampal connectivity in AD, whereas
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normal aging is particularly characterized by additionally impaired frontostriatal connections.
Finally, AD is characterized by an accentuated
cholinergic dysfunction, whereas normal aging is
rather associated with a dopaminergic dysfunction.
Taken together, these qualitative neurocognitive
differences between AD and normal aging clearly
suggest that AD cannot be simply regarded as an
accelerated aging process. Instead, AD appears to
represent a solid entity with specific disease-related
changes in cognition, brain structure, and brain function. Future research should specify the different
mechanisms of AD pathology and focus on how these
processes may be stopped or at least be decelerated. In a clinical context, the qualitative differences
described above may help to facilitate single-case
diagnostics, e.g., by dissociating normal aging from
AD based upon the identification of a specific
deficit profile. A profile including pronounced memory deficits and relatively unimpaired processing
speed, for example, may point toward AD, whereas
accentuated cognitive slowing together with a mild
memory dysfunction would rather be contra indicative. Corresponding deficit profiles may be found for
grey or white matter degeneration. In fact, exclusive mediotemporal atrophy argues for AD, whereas
frontal atrophy in the absence of mediotemporal atrophy would probably refer to a different pathology.
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